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Wedding Season is coming, you deserve a Beautifully Planned Day

	Recently Engaged? With today's economy and time starved lifestyles, couples are realizing the importance of working with

professional wedding coordinators who can help them conserve time, stretch their budgets and cut out any needless costs.

Beautifully Planned specializes in Month of Wedding Coordination.

?With thousands of details going into making the day perfect, its easy to forget something,? says owner Nicole Marshall. ?We go

through every detail of your planning to ensure that your day turns out just as you imagined, turning your dreams into reality.

?In my past life, I was an executive assistant organizing events for over 15 years and loved event planning. After planning my

wedding, I was hooked. I took the Wedding Planners Institute of Canada (WPIC) course in 2012 and became a Certified Wedding

Planner.?

WPIC Certified Wedding Coordinators are held to higher standards then a regular planner and must abide by a Code of Ethics which

includes guaranteeing they will do everything in their power to make sure your wedding is a close to perfection as it can be.

?I like to help others with the aspects of their wedding that most people struggle with and that causes them the most stress:

logistics,? says Nicole. ?It comes naturally to me and I love to use my talents to ensure every one of my clients has a flawlessly

executed wedding day. My job is to make sure that you have thought of every detail and I organize all of that information into a

solid, comprehensive schedule that is flexible enough for the couple getting married to enjoy their day.?

Beautifully Planned offers an a la carte style of services that can be added on to a Beautifully Coordinated package with a starting

investment of $800. A la Carte services include bridal shower organization, guest management, out-of-town guest assistance, such as

arranging hotel rooms and transportation to addressing and mailing invitations and honeymoon arrangement.

Recently engaged? Call Nicole and the end result will be a Beautifully Planned day.

For more information, Nicole can be reached at 416-689-7144, or find her on the web at www.beautifullyplanned.ca.

By Michelle Janzen
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